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Tom Dickens asked me to write this article
several months ago, and politely reminded me
about it from time to time. Well, here it is ..

link to a 68008 microprocessor board. The 68008
controls the motors, and interfaces with the sensors.
The bulk of our effort has gone into designing the
68008 processor and integrating the PC; and we
haven't spent much time on sensors. Marco
currently sports two encoders, one for each track,
one proximity sensor, and one bumper switch. This
allows it to perform minimal wall-following.

What Is It?

What Is It Really?

Marco
by Robert A. Dain:

HTR Labs

Marco is a mobile robot that has been evolving
for a couple of years now in the basements of
Human Touch Robotics Laboratories (HTR Labs).
Although far from complete, some of its major
components are in place, which makes it interesting
enough to talk about (in my opinion, anyway). I
used it in a robotics presentation I gave at NaiF
(Northwest Artificial Intelligence Forum) this past
September. I also used it as part of a senior project
demonstration last summer, and plan to use it in
conjunction with my master's thesis. Marco is
named in honor of Marco Polo the explorer, who
gave the first European account of Asia in 1295
after a twenty-year expedition. I sincerely hope
that Marco the robot will complete his expedition
(to completion) in less than twenty years.
Our goals in constructing Marco are to put
enough brain-power on a mobile platform to
perform machine vision, sensor integration_ and
navigation planning. We want to package this up
into a reproducible unit that we can market for a
"reasonable" price (less than $2000).
Marco is a tracked vehicle with a PC brain. It is
14.5" long, 12" wide, and 13" high. Its brain is a
standard PC computer in a Plexiglas case. The PC
communicates with the rest of the robot via a serial
Encoder# 103

Marco's brain is an Intel 486 DX2-66 PC
computer based on a standard off-the-shelf PC
motherboard. The PC includes 8M RAM, 420M
hard disk, a disk controller/serial interface card, a
SoundBlaster audio card, a frame-grabber board
connected to a CCD camera, and an EtherNet
network card. The PC is housed in a customdesigned Plexiglas case that sits atop Marco's
chassis. The PC runs Microsoft Windows (not
Win95 or Windows NT yet), and communicates with
the 68008 controller via the HTR Labs Robot
Control Program for Windows.
The 68008 began life as a term project for an
undergraduate course I took a few years ago.
Version 3 is wire wrapped, but version 4 will be on a
printed circuit board. The system runs at 10MHz,
and includes 32K RAM, 32K EPROM, watch dog
reset, interrupt controller, six timers, UART, and
multiple 1/0 ports. Three of the timers are
dedicated to generating pulse-width encoded (RC
servo) signals to control the power level of each of
the two motors. (One timer sets the frequency, and
the other two control pulse widths.)
The chassis was built from a Kyosho Hobbies
Blizzard, a remote controlled snow plow. We
removed the body and the plow, drilled a few
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mounting holes, and replaced the varisror speed
controller with a pair of electronic speed
controllers. The main transmission gears have eight
lightening holes that I was able to use for my wheel
encoders. I taped aluminum foil to an adjacent
frame bulkhead on one side of the gear, and
mounted a reflective infrared sensor on the other
side of the gear. The output of the IR sensors plug
into the interrupt controller on the 68K board, and
we have speed control.
"But Bob," you say, "what about direction?"
Good question. I thought about this when I
designed the encoders, and decided that directional
information was unnecess_ary. Marco is intended to
operate on level terrain, so if I apply forward power
to the motors the wheels can only be turning
forward, right? Wrong. I'll explain the flaw in this
logic in the lessons learned section * I'll let you
think about it until then. (it's probably obvious to
most people, but it took a few experiments before I
figured it out).
Marco also has one micro-switch bump sensor
on the front, and a proximity sensor on the right.
This combination of sensors allow for the following
wall-following algorithm:
1. Go straight as long as the wall distance is
acceptable.
2. If the wall is too close, turn left.
3. If the wall is too far away, tum right.
4. If the front bumper switch activates, back up
and turn left.

This whole wall-following scenario was put
together to demonstrate the 486/68K integration,
rather than as a real end-goal behavior. Not
surprisingly, the performance of this behavior is
rather poor. Additional sensors will be necessary
for before Marco can wall-follow with style and
grace. What was surprising, however, was the level
of satisfaction that I felt when Marco first navigated
under sensor direction. It's quite exciting the first
time your robot successfully navigates on its own.
(The man had a full-house, and he knew it!)

But What Does It Do?
Marco demonstrates the fundamental
capabilities required to perform navigation and
mapping tasks. The inclusion of a CCD camera
allows vision experimentation, visual reinforcement
of sensor data, and vision- based navigation.
Without additional actuators these combined
capabilities are not useful for much except research,
but fairly simple actuators (and a little imagination)
open a wide range of application areas.
The VacuumBot is my personal favorite. It
could be as simple as a mobile robot with a canister
vacuum sitting on top, and the nozzle attached
rigidly at floor level. Explore the perimeter of the
area to be vacuumed constructing a map as you go,
then traverse back and forth across the area until
Encoder# 103

done. This may not do a perfect job of vacuuming,
but it would be a good starting point. Other
cleaning tasks could also be implemented:
mopping, polishing, wet-spill cleanup....
Inspection is an area that shows great promise.
Pipe inspection robots are already in use in
industry, and other specialized environments are
under investigation.
Security/Sentry robots have also had some
success in the commercial sector. This seems like
another application that maps well into the personal
marketplace. I wouldn't mind having a robot
watchdog that patrolled my property at night and
reported anything unusual.
Obviously there are still some hard problems to
solve in creating these applications, not to mention ·
getting them on the market at a reasonable cost.
Problems get solved every day, however, and slowly
but surely robots are working their way towards
mainstream technology.

So What Went Wrong?
So has everyone figured out my mistake with
the wheel encoders? OK, here it is: there's no
problem when Marco is moving forward, backwards
or pivoting. But when it turns (i.e. one track
stopped, one track moving) there is enough friction
on the powered-off track to cause it to "coast" in the
same direction as the moving track. The speed
controller must apply reverse pressure to maintain
zero speed. So when the "stopped" wheel turns
under these conditions, the controller must know
which direction it is turning in order to decide
whether to apply more braking pressure, or to let up
on the braking pressure. Trying to guess which
direction it's turning causes the robot to spin out of
control whenever the guess is wrong (it tries to
reduce the speed by applying more power). This
problem is easily fixed with the addition of a
second sensor strategically placed in each encoder
unit so that directional information is available.
Another big lesson-learned is that the
floor/track friction when turning increases
exponentially with weight. That is, a heavy tracked
vehicle will either be unable to turn, or will tear up
the floor when it turns. Marco is not too heavy to
turn, but it's close. Its motors and speed controllers
really get a workout on carpet, and it throws a track
occasionally. We are currently exploring two
solutions to this problem.
Option 1 is for Marco to maintain an RF data
link to a stationary PC. Video then becomes a
problem because CCD camera images must be
captured by the 68K and transmitted serially, rather
than simply captured by the PC frame grabber.
This problem can be overcome with a commercial
video transmitter/receiver system. These are
available for <$300, and seem to work nicely.
Option 2 is to replace the Plexiglas PC with a
notebook PC. The video problem can be solved
with a parallel port interface like the "Snappy." The
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downside of this option is the higher cost of
notebook PC's.

Sometimes Robots get stuck:
How to glue acrylic plastic

Onward and Upward

by Bill Harrison

There are several items on our near-term plate
at HTR Labs. A printed circuit board for the 68K is
in the works. Some rudimentary vision processing
(for maze navigation, initially) is also in order. On
the hardware hacking side, it's sensors, sensors and
more sensors. I need to implement the "easy fix" to
my encoder problem that I described above. I want
to add a whole array of proximity sensors to
Marco's periphery. I have a digital compass that
I'm anxious to experiment with. Finally, Marco
currently lacks any ranging type sensors. We will
probably experiment with both ultrasonics, and
vision-based laser triangulation
Check out the HTR Labs Web pages at
http://www.eskimo.com/~normb/htrl/htrlhp.htm
Robert Dain dain@atc.boeing.com

I've made robots out of a lot of materials, but I
find plastics to be the most interesting. Plastics are
inexpensive, easy to work with, and they make a
great looking robot. When I say "easy to work
with," I mean once I knew what I was doing. ·At
first, I thought that plastic was horrible. I started
with acrylic plastic, since it was the cheapest and
most available; but when I tried to glue it, that was
the most miserable time I had with plastics. After
building up experience, though, I find plastics easy .
to work with.
My first projects had finger prints melted into
the surface, nothing was straight or lined-up, and
the glue looked like a kid was having fun smearing
it around. I had started with the wrong glue. I
didn't know how to assemble the parts, or even how
to apply the glue.

What Glue To Use
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Here is a short list of some common English
threads, with drill sizes, in common use for
building small robots.
4-40 #43 (0.089) 1/8 (0.125) or 3/32 (in a pinch)
6-32#33 (0.113) 9/64 (0.141) or 1/8 (in a pinch)
8-32 #29 (0.136) 11/64 (0.172) or 9/64 (in a pinch)
10-32 5/32 (0.156) 3/16 (0.188) 1/4-20 13/64 (0.203)
1/4 (0.250)

It is important to know what glue works with
acrylic plastic. The label on the first glue I used
stated that it was for acrylic, but I didn't know how
to use it.
I did some tests with several types of glues to
see how well they worked. I used some pieces of
black acrylic, 1/2 by 1 and 1/2 inches by 1/8 inch
thick, see figure 2. I glued them together with a 1/2
inch overlap, set small weights on them, and let
them set for 36 hours. I tried nine types of glue.
From best to worst, here are the break-test
results. I twisted, pulled, and bent, harder and
harder, 'till they broke. #4 Weld-on by IPS
(purchased from Laird Plastics in Seattle) was the
strongest. It's a moderately fast curing solvent
cement. The material broke-not the glue. #3
Weld-on seemed just as strong and it's a very fast
curing solvent cement. The #4 works if you want to
adjust the parts after gluing, but if you use #3 it's
there right away.

glue being
tested

i✓
> \ )______
<,.
black acrylic plastic 1/2 by
1/2 inches by 1/8 thick,
1/2 inch overlap

Figure 2. Glue test setup.
Figure 1.

an applicator.
Encoder # 103
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The #16 Weld-on clear thickened cement, in a
tube, was also just as strong (but in theory, it's not
quite as strong). This glue has some filler plastic, to
allow for a joint that doesn't quite fit well.
I tried some other "solvents" I had around. One
that I tried was common Acetone, and to my
surprise, it worked. Although it wasn't quite as
strong when bending it, the Acetone worked well;
but when I tried to wedge the parts apart they
started to break at the glue joint, unlike the weld-on
glues.
A general purpose plastic cement, from a
hardware store, had medium strength. It came in a
little bottle with a brush applicator. The bend test
went OK, but the wedging separated them
completely on the glue joint.
Lacquer thinner was another surprise. It also
glued, but with medium strength. It separated a
little on the bend test, and completely on the
wedging test.
I also tried using a hot glue gun. It worked OK,
but separated on the glue joint when bending it. So,
I'd rate it between medium and weak. It may be
good for gluing a component to a robot quickly,
where strength is not a real issue.
I got some cement for plastic models from a
hobby shop. For acrylic, which is not what it's for,
it was weak. It didn't take much to separate the
plastic.
And lastly, a very weak glue was some "twice as
tacky" glue, from a craft store. It's like a white glue
with a little more stick. This would only be good
for real light holding. Some advantages of this glue
is that it doesn't mark the plastic, and is easy to get
off.
So if you want to temporarily mount
something, this may work-although it may take a
while to dry.

Acrylic Gluing Techniques

I've used several ways to glue acrylic together,
so I'll go in order, from my favorite to my least.

glue wicked in
here, after
assembly
excess material,
o aid glue

------.....::::~-9()peration

'lt excess removed
"-after gluing

Figure 3. Comer glue technique.
I think the best way is to assemble the plastic the
way you want it, then use a solvent type cement
"wicked" in at the joint, see figure 3. The solvent
type is a solvent that completely evaporates, so all
Encoder # 103

that's holding the parts together is the plastic itself.
The solvent is pulled into the joint by capillary
action; therefore it needs to be an accurate fit. The
solvent softens the plastic and makes it swell up.
The swelling pushes the parts together, and the
softening makes them sticky. I use a squeeze bottle,
with a needle, to apply the glue. I squeeze the
bottle as I pick it up (with needle pointing up), then
let off the pressure as I tilt it over to apply the
solvent. It sucks in air and bubbles inside, with no
solvent leaking out. After this, I squeeze to apply
the solvent. Then I let loose again to get away
without dribbling. Use care to not get any plastic
into the tip of the needle-or the. needle is history.
For small parts, a square end on the plastic works
well; but if there is soine weight on the joint, the
solvent can't float the· part and won't get all the way
into the joint. So you may need to put a little bevel
to encourage this. I do this with sand paper, as you
don't need much of a bevel. Also, It's hard to get
solvent into a comer joint: the solvent just wants to
drain down the side, and it can be hard to get to the
inside. I do a "T' type of joint and router-off the
excess material after the gluing. You may be able
to do a design where you can just leave the excess
on. You only need a little overhang, perhaps 1/16
to 1/8 inch.
If the joint can not be accurately made so that
there are gaps between the parts, you may need to
use Weld-on's #16, which has some filler. This is
very hard to use and come out looking good, but
may be the only way to go at times. You apply it
the same way a plastic model car is glued together:
dab glue on a part, press to the other, and hold.
This is the glue that made my life miserable, but it's
a good glue. There are a few things to watch for.
Don't smear the part into place, as the smear will be
permanent, and there is no way to get it off (if you
try, it only gets worse). Don't get it on your fingers
and grab the plastic; you will get permanent finger
prints melted into the plastic (this is also true of the
solvents). And finally, you will get bubbles which
you can see through clear plastics. You can't help
it-the bubbles fill the space as the glue shrinks as
the solvent dries. With a solvent type of cement,
and a good joint, the parts look like one and you
can see right through the joint as if it were glass.
The solvent type is probably stronger too.
Assembling and then gluing with a filler glue is
very weak, but may be necessary. The glue is too
thick to get into the joint unless there is a large gap,
so it only "bridges" the parts. This can hold, but not
like a good joint.

PoI1carbonate

Ive tried to glue polycarbonate plastic, but with
little success. The trouble is that this stuff is very
flexible, so the glue joint tends to "zipper" apart,
which makes a weak joint. If a joint is not to carry
a large load and not to be flexed, then gluing may
work. I've avoided polycarbonate when I need to
glue a joint.
-4-
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Safety

Most glues are very flammable and toxic to
breath. They aren't even good to get onto your
skin. So ALWAYS WEAR SAFETY GLASSES. An
example of the need for this is when applying
solvent with the needle and squeeze bottle; all it
takes is to bump the needle against something and it
will spring back, flinging solvent into your eye, and
you don't want that! Don't get the glues on your
skin. It's not only dangerous, but it's hard to avoid
fingerprinting your parts. Also, make sure you
have plenty of ventilation-you don't want to
breath this stuff. And don't have any sparks or
flames nearby. You can guess why.
Some sol vents are hazardous to the
environment, so dispose of them properly. One

little hint: you can just leave the bottle open and it'll
evaporate. Not too good for the air, but a sight
better than the ground (such as a garbage dump).

Conclusion
I've had a lot of luck gluing plastic for robots.
The joints, if properly done, are very strong. This
allows me to make complicated shapes from simple
flat material. The robots gain a lot of strength
without a lot of weight and they look good without
a lot of brackets. So, my robots get stuck a lot.. ...
with glue that is.
·
Tinker ( Bill Harrison ) sinerobt@halcyon.com

From the Office of the Secretary ...
SEATTLE ROBOTICS SOCIETY Meeting Minutes of
November 18, 1995
Kevin Ross opened the meeting with a
discussion of the Robothon Encore scheduled for
11-19-95. Unfortunately the big room at RTC may
not be available. We will have to use the current
meeting room.
Kevin gave the status of Incorporating the SRS.
With the officers signing the paper of incorporation,
we should finally be a Not-For-Profit Organization
in a month. This will open a lot of doors to SRS.
Great job of running this task to the ground Kevin!
Karl Lunt shown off Peter Dunster's Fl board
and the University of New South Wales' Fl
Quadrature counter, DIA and Digital 1/0 board.
Dan Mauch has 5 of them for sale. The price is $68
each for these beautiful double sided boards. Them
folks down under sure do beautiful work. Pete
Dunster's Fl board with associated 1/0, motor and
LCD boards sure make a big dent in doing the
electronics for a robotics project. Karl gave a
technical discussion of the Fl and quadrature
encoder board.
Karl gave the state of the financial condition of
the SRS. The current balance is $1699.89
Karl released the new SBasic but it has a
problem. He has a corrected the problems and has
the corrected version available on the net sites.
Karl talked about Minitonka Minnesota lady
that runs facility for children with hands on
technology. She has various items for the kids to
work with. Karl was looking for volunteers to help
her out maintaining displays. Rebecca Shat is her
name. Call Karl if you are interested in doing long
distance support.
Karl mentioned another lady in Texas. Her
name is Bobbette Dori. She has specialized in
competition for aerial photograph. They use a
balloon with IR photography. Sounds neat. She
will keep us posted as a long distance sponsor.
Encoder # 103

Karl mentioned the Encoder and what a good
job is being done by Tom and Shannon Dickens,
with distribution and mailing by Jim Cox, and the
work of all the contributors. Frank Haymes talked
about a new serial chip for the RS232 port for
about $24 chip from Martel (MEC-232)
Karl brought up a line follower robot. Talked
about a level two maze that has a branch
connection. Level three is crossings intersections
and loops. These will certainly increase the
difficulty of future line following contests but that
what robotics is all about. Conquer one problem
then seek to solve a more difficult problem. Karl's
new robot will run the level two (run optimize and
rerun) maze.
Dan Mauch Showed off an H-Bridge. The Hbridge was originally designed by Chuck
McMannis. The board was designed by SRS
member Randy Carter and fabricated by Dan. It's
not running yet but I will keep you posted.
Tom Dickens talked about Robothon Encore.
He had sign up sheets for the events. He showed
off his Wizard robot (ala Bill Harrison) using a Bot
board and a Junk-Box -Switcher ( Karl Lunt's). It is
designed to run the Grand Maze. Has two Zircon
stud sensors with a range of 2 inches for the near
sensor and 4 inches for the far sensor. He said it
will take about 1.03 minutes to run a test maze.
The sensors are set at about a 30 degree angle. The
robot has encoders on each wheel.
Tom
demonstrated it with an impromptu maze and it ran
fine. Great job Tom! Marvin indicated that the new
Zircon stud sensor has more range, that is why the
older versions are on sale. Marvin uses a basic
stamp and describes in the P.A. R. T. S. the
modifications that he made. For the technical
session Tom was available to demonstrate how to
program a BOTBoard using his portable computer.
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Marvin Green talked about P.A.R.T.S. They
had thirty members at their last meeting. I think
Robotics is getting addictive. He had extra copies
of their newsletter. Marvin showed an under $20
toy car that he bought for his two year old son. Not
wanting to be outdone, Marvin seized the
opportunity to buy one for himself. The car is
called Ready-Set-Go. It has an H-bridge motor
driver, differential steering, voice chip, a keypad
and m-icrocontroller.
Disconnect the
microcontroller and use a BOTBoard or a basic
stamp microcontroller and a few sensors and you
have a robot. Thanks again for sharing your son's
toys with the SRS. Modo-tronics new catalog is out,
Marvin passed out extras. Most importantly Marvin
showed his new BOTBoard 2. It is a Beautiful 4x5
inch double-sided PC board with silk screen and
solder mask. Uses 32k RAM with battery backup,
status LEDs, has and board for easy expansion of
the ports. He is selling the board for $18 each or 3
for $45. It has a neat manual that is very complete.
A major advance over the BOTBoard, it will use any
52 pin PLCC 68HC 11. He will have some
expansion boards for it in the near future.

·1·Iu.•

,~,-,,,·I
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Bill Bailey talked about having an event called a
triathlon. The same robot would have to be capable
of running in all three events.
Randy Carter showed off a video monitor that
he got from Radar Electric for $9.95. Tums out
that it was a screen for an exerciser. It shows terrain

and by hitting switches it shows movement. Nice
job of hacking the monitor Randy.
Ron Provine suggested having name tags for the
contestants for Robothon. Has also has a video to
show during Robothon.
Keith Payea had some freebie technical manuals
and data sheets. He talked about a problem with his
robot, Hoover. Encoders on the wheels were giving
him trouble. He found the problem to be that the
DC motors were causing noise in the circuit. He
used a capacitor to filter the noise. A .1 µf cap
cleaned up the problem. He has an article being
published in the current "The Robotics
Practitioner". This sure gives SRS national
recognition. Keep them articles flowing! .
Dick Martin talked about getting involved with
people that have disabilities. Tetra is a nation group
looking for people who would like to work with that
group. He also talked about greater involvement
with education groups and looking for solutions to
problems for the handicap. Kevin Ross talked
about using a joy stick as a solution for a handicap
so that a disabled person could use Autocad more
efficiently. Dick also talked about a wireless
telephone for $13 available from Costco.
Bill Harrison talked about going to Wacky
Willies in Portland Oregon after the Portland Robots
meeting A real neat place. A must go when in
Portland.
Bill has an ad in "The Robotics Practitioner" Great magazine. He had some 360K disks and
DSDD floppy disks to give away. He talked about
the Parallax new Basic Stamp 2. Showed off the
chip, carrier board and expansion board. It comes
with manual and software has 16 IO pins. Bill
described the XIO features and other neat features :
it can generate/detect DTMF code, has three wire
serial port, has counters. You can program it in
Basic; just use any ASCII text editor to write the
program. It runs fast. The Tokenized code runs
super fast. Bill talked about the sumo ring and the
S.F Robotics group. He indicated that we should
network more with them.
There were about 40 Members present for this
meeting.
Dan Mauch

The Vice President Says
Just got back from Robothon-95 , part deux, so I
thought I'd jot down some comments.
The turnout was pretty good: seems like we had
about fifty or sixty people wander through during
the day. Most had robots; all were interested in the
goings-on.
I'm seeing a trend developing toward bigger
robots. Randy Carter had his large machine tucked
Encoder #103

dmauch@dmauch.seanet.com
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away in a comer, Lance Keizer brought Murphy
and Asnosmia (sp?), and Dan Mauch showed off his
CNC engraving machine.
Dan had forgotten to bring his power supply
with him, and since no one had a spare 24 VDC, 24
AMP(!) supply laying around, he had to drive back
home to get one. (Dan, build smaller robots! The
power supplies are easier to deal with.)
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It's good to have Lance back among the fold.
Lance goes back to the earliest days of the SRS, and
left us for a couple of years. He's back now, and it
didn't take him long to get a new robot ready.
Lance built a 'bot out of Legos for the Rapid
Deployment Maze contest, and turned in a
respectable performance.
Bill Bailey keeps adding more levels to his
stepper-based robot, which started life as an entrant
in the Dead-Reckoning event. Now the machine
sports sonar, IR object detect, and a video camera
with transmitter. I didn't see a fax machine on
there, though, so he has something to work on for
next month.
The Line-Following event drew six entrants, a
very nice turnout for what is currently the club's
most popular event. No one had a level 2 machine
ready, so all machines ran in a level 1 event.
Gary Teachout's machine took first, as expected,
with three runs of 17. 7 seconds each on a course
measuring about 12 feet long. Bill Bailey had
added line-following sensors to his DeadReckoning robot (see above), and took a solid
second place with a time of 48.6 seconds. I came in
third with a newly built robot; my best time was
only 0. 7 seconds behind Bill's, so we had a close
race for third. Tom Dickens, Marvin Green, and Isa
Harrison also ran machines.
Next up was the Dead-Reckoning contest, in
which Bill Bailey and Gary Teachout both ran
entrants. Bill took first, beating Gary by about half
an inch.
Other contests run that day included the Sumo
events, the Robot Artist, the Floor Exercise, the
Rapid Deployment Maze, and the Grand Maze. It
was a great event, with lots to see and talk about
One person (I never did get his name) brought
a small, stationary robot that uses a horizontal track
and a stepper motor to keep a vertical beam
balanced. It knows when the beam begins to topple,
using a magnet and some Hall-effect sensors, and
automatically shifts the beam's base right or left to
compensate. Very nice demonstration, and well
done.
Some SRS members took the opportunity to
reveal some new technology or new techniques.
Marvin Green had brought his brand new
BotBoard2 printed circuit boards (PCBs) to
Saturday's meeting, and spent some time talking
about them at RB95. This board measures 4 x 5
inches, and supports a 68hcll with 32K of battery
backed RAM. Marvin optimized the board's layout
for use in small robots, and it looks like a real
winner. He sold a bunch of boards at a club special
price, so I expect to see a fleet of BB2-based robots
soon.
Dan Mauch showed off his CNC engraving
machine, which provides three-axis control and
does a great job on wood, plastics, and similar
materials. Dan runs it from a PC, using the stepper
motor boards he sells. For his demo, he had the
machine engrave a 2" square and an ellipse into a
Encoder #103

piece of wood. This machine could be perfect for
home industries such as rubber-stamp making, sign
engraving, and hobby crafts.
At the regular meeting on the Saturday before,
Tom Dickens had set up a pair of commercial stud
sensors, mounted onto the top of his robot frame to
act as wall detectors. He had intended to run the
robot in the Grand Maze, but I couldn't stay long
enough to see how it did. But it looks like the stud
sensor technology has a firm following in the club,
and we will likely see more studly robots soon.
Bill Harrison is selling plastic robot bodies,
similar to those in the Pacific Science Center
exhibit, for those who want a good-looking _robot
frame but can't work plastic. Bill has an ad running
in the current The Robotics Practitioner; see the
mag' for details.

After the dance
When I got home after RB95, I had to sit down
and start building my newly-purchased BotBoard2.
I soon had it up and running (very cool!), and
naturally, my thoughts turned to software.
I had installed a 68hclle9, purchased some
time ago from Beall & Glenn, so I decided to write
a small monitor to fit in the 512 bytes of EEPROM
onboard this chip.

I started with the source for 811 bug, the
monitor that runs in BYRD's 68hc811e2 chip. This
lets me download Motorola S 19 object records
directly into the BB2, without having to use
pcbugl l. I can also automatically jump to $8000
on reset, letting me autostart my programs.
To this monitor I added the ability to view 16
bytes of memory on demand, and to change a byte
of memory. All of this fits in just 512 bytes.
The result is a very versatile robot board, which
accepts programs from a simple comm program yet
gives me full control over autostart abilities. Look
for an article soon in Nuts & Volts on this monitor.
I have already sent an early version of the monitor
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to Marvin Green, and will make a more finished
version available to the club soon.
That's it for now. Get out those soldering irons,
and let's see some great new machines next meeting.
Anyone ready for a level 2 line maze?

Keep on keeping on...
Karl Lunt:

karl@rnav.com

From the Office of the Prez:.
Another great Robothon event was held last
month. I would like to thank everyone who
participated; these are getting better and better each
time. I was pleased to see more contestants this time
around. Lets keep it going by planning another
event for this spring. Details will be worked out in
the next meeting.
I was encouraged by the number of attendees at
last meeting's afternoon tech session. We covered
the basic technology that many of the SRS robots
use (BOTBoards, converted servo motors, IR
detection). I hope this was a useful session for all
who attended.
I know I brought this up last time, but I still
believe our group can do a better job
communicating our designs and technology to
others. Each and every month, a new member will
come ask me "How do I start in this hobby." We
have great encoders, references to some really good
books, and a lot of expertise in the group.
However, we are still missing the history of some of
our projects. We are missing a collection of the
wisdom that we have accumulated over the past few
years .
There are two established ways of distributing
wisdom: the Written Word and the Spoken Word.
Both are important. Both are appreciated. Both
require some time and some effort. Let us all
pledge to dedicate a little time and a little effort to

• •

passing our knowledge around the group. If you
have some expertise, offer to present your
information at a tech session or try writing up your
ideas. If you would like to know about something,
offer to attend a tech session. Present good
information. As)c great questions, learn how, and
pass it on. This is what makes each third Saturday a
success for our group.
On a related note, our meeting format has
served us well in the past, but has a tendency to end
so quickly. I know a lot of people can't stay for the
afternoon sessions. This is a bit of a shame, because
directly following the meeting many would like to
go find lunch before the afternoon session, while
others would like to ask questions before they need
to leave. Lets try a slightly new twist next month. I
would like to shorten the "official" part of the
meeting by 15 minutes, and end it by 11:45. On
the other side, why don't we plan on breaking for
lunch at 12:15 so we can start the tech session at
1pm. I believe this will give us more time to
ask/answer questions by setting aside explicit time in
the meeting schedule. I would like to try this next
month to see how it goes. Once again, thanks to
everyone who participated this month; we certainly
hope to see everyone participate in the next event.
Kevin Ross:

kevinro@microsoft.com

ROBOTHON '95 Encore: A Contestant's Account.
by Bill Harrison
Hi all,
Well, the SRS pulled off another great robot
show!
I can't tell about all of the happenings , and I
have a horrible memory. I wasn't taking notes since
I was enthralled in the activities, but here are a
couple of highlights that stuck out in my mind.
The event took place on Sunday, November
19th, at Renton Technical College. The room was a
bit small, but the SRS worked it out by rotating the
events in and out of the center of the room. The
"show and tell " exhibit went on around the
perimeter of the room. The Grand maze was set up
outside in the hallway, where it was big enough to
set up a smaller version of the maze. Things got
started at about 10:00 AM with Sumo qualifications,
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and ended with the floor exercise and a quick
clean-up by 3:00 PM.
Of the 5 Sumos, only two qualified in weight,
size, push test, and rules guidelines: Torn Dickens,
PPR, and Bill Harrison's lean. Tom's was in the 3
kg class, and Bill's was in the 1 kg class, so it looked
like two first places right off, but the excitement
came at 1:00 PM, with the main Sumo event, when
Robert Jorgenson showed up with his 3 kg Sumo.
It didn't quite meet the rules, but the judging
allowed it to compete.
lean did a "show" contest against a non-running
1 kg Sumo, but the batteries went dead and not
backups. lean still gets 1st, since it was the only
qualifier in that class.
Tom and Robert both got their Sumo's better at
pushing, since their last contest at the last Robothon.
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They were so well matched that they had many
"almost push the other off' teeth-clinchers. Tom's
even lost a lot of tire rubber on the edge, getting
back onto the ring. In the end the 1st place went to
both of them. Each robot won a bout with one each
of pushing the other off. There were a lot of reruns to try to resolve it. After the third set of new
batteries, it was judged a tie.
I don't know who the winners were in the other
events very well, so to stay out of trouble, I'll
mention what I saw.
The next event was the Line Following Contest.
There were several entrants, and even a level two
one (lines with branches). Karl Lunt had entrants in
both levels. Forgive my spelling and bad memory,
especially when it comes to names, but here goes.
Gary Teachout had a simple, non-processor,
follower with the look of an over-eager puppy,
which, I think, went much faster than all the others-something just under 18 seconds! Bill Bailey had
an entrant that was in at least three events, which was
really great, as it showed the flexibility that a robot
can have. Marvin Green had a small follower that
he's been running for some time in this event. Isa
Harrison had a small robot built from one of
Marvin Green's bases and a BOTBoard. She
finished all three tries; not all can claim that!
I had to do some quick fixes and programming,
so this is where things got fuzzy (sound familiar to
anyone else?).
There was a Dead Reckoning contest. In this
one the robot had to start at one point, go to
another point, tum, and get to a third point, without
any feedback at all. The robot had to just go and
know, with encoders or such, how far it went or
turned-a real challenge. I looked up once and a
while as I saw contestants aiming and concentrating
and double checking a lot.
There was also a Rapid Deployment Maze
contest. It's a table top maze with two identical
sides, where the contestants race to get a ping pong
ball through a hole using a tether for·control and
power. From what I saw, Tom Dickens' plungerstyle bot looked pretty good.
I liked the Robotic Art contest the most. It was
great seeing the whole room filled with robots on
the floor, simultaneously drawing pictures on paper!
This contest seems to have captured the hearts of a
lot of robot builders. There was a lot of diversity,
but all seemed to use pens to draw with. Tom
Dickens' pen-flailing plastic cube was a real show
bot. Bill Bailey's precision movements and multiple
pens did an interesting "arc and line" work of art.
Gary Teachout did a simple back-and-forth with
slight turns and increments in travel, to produce art
that is reminiscent of those old "pin and thread"
pictures. Isa Harrison's had a pen that moved in
circles as the robot moved, giving a spirograph
effect. And there were others!
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The grand maze was a real crowd drawer. This
contest is going through a metamorphosis from the
left-hand-rule robots, into mapping robots. There
weren't any mapping sorts yet; but if the current
trend in sophistication continues, I think mapping
robots are coming soon. Tom Dickens built up a
WZRD body, with those inexpensive stud sensors, to
detect the maze wall with. He got through very fast
with no mapping (yet?). Lance brought his
Murphy and another old Maze bot. Murphy pas
been the old-time record holder for a long time.
He has no silicon, except perhaps a voltage
regulator. He's an example of a left-hand-rule bot.
Isa's Basic Mouse made it through with a little
bumping along the way to dislodge its whiskers.
Kevin Ross took the challenge to .have an even ·
simpler robot make it through than Murphy, but
didn't quite make it. Well, with Brownian motion
bots, someone will make it, so keep trying Kevin.
There were other entrants here too.
The floor exercise rounded out the contests.
Gary Teachout had a bot with a large scanning head
that would follow people, and in general, be a pest.
Bill Harrison brought his one-servo 4 inch bi-pedal
walker for an encore demo. Isa demonstrated her
Basic Mouse's ability to follow a flashlight. I didn't
see any others, as I was working on something, but
I'm sure that Karl must have showed his Beer Cooler
Bot: a really great teleoperated outdoor bot, with a
video camera, built out of a large beer cooler!
I was impressed with Dan Mauch's CCNC
(cymple CNC) engraving demonstration. He
designed and built the machine and drivers, and
worked with the software. He built the machine to
drill circuit boards, but was demonstrating its
flexibility by doing engraving with it.

Dan Mauch & Bill Harrison with Dan's Engraving
machine.
This was a really great event, and I want to
thank all that made it happen-the audience as well.
Cheers, Bill Harrison.
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ROBOTHON '95 Encore:

The Results
by Tom Dickens

Line Following: We had six contestants for the
Line Following, level 1, event. There were not any
robots ready for the level 2 event, yet. Some of the
robots had trouble in the room due to the light and
the slight un-eveness in the floor. Both Marvin's
robot and mine did not even get a complete run,
which most others lost the line at least once, but did
a circle and got back on track. What this tells me is
to try to come up with sensors which are more
forgiving to variations in the environment. This
makes me appreciate the robots which tracked the
line well.

Name
Karl Lunt
Tom Dickens
Bill Bailey
Isa Harrison
Gary Teachout
Marvin Green

run 1 run2
49.4
dnf
48.7
1:39
17.7
dnf

49.7
dnf
dnf
1:27
17.7
dnf

run3 place
50.8
dnf
43.5
1:34
17.7
dnf

3
2
4
1

dnf: Did Not Finish

Dead Reckoning: This was another great battle
between Bill Bailey's and Gary Teachout's robots.
Their performance is inspiring and the precision
involved it quite something to witness. Hopefully
we11 have 2 or 3 more contestants next time.
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Name
Bill Bailey
Garv Teachout

run 1 run2
7/8"
1.0"

run~

19/16" 9/16"
3.5" 17/16"

place
1
2

Rapid Deployment Maze: There were four
robots entered into this contest, but Karl's robot
stayed home today. Gerry's robot has been seen in
competitions before, and this was the first time out
for the robots by Lance and Tom. The three
contestants each had two matches, against the other
two opponents.
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Name
Tom Dickens
Lance Keizer
Gerrv Desmarais

won

lost

place

1
0
2

1
2
0

2
3
1

Sumo: While we had five sumo robots, only
three were able to run: two in the 3 Kg class and
only one in the 1 Kg class. Bill Harrison's 1 Kg,
lean, put on a good show against another one of
Bill's robots, Zoomy, which wasn't running-but
made for a good target. lean got locked-up in
Zoomy's frame twice, but was able to push him off
once. The 3 Kg contest was a real struggle between
Robert's and Tom's robots. Tom's bot had the
mobility and the power, but lacked the traction to
push effectively. Once the robots found each other,
they embraced in a pushing contest. In one round
Tom's bot pushed Robert's out. The next round was
a tie with both bots struggling for the allotted 3
minutes, including tires grinding into sawdust on
the edge of the sumo ring. Next, Robert's was able
to push Tom's bot out. The final round was also a
tie, with batteries running out of juice. It was
decided to call the contest a tie; both robots did an
admirable job!

Grand Maze: We had a good showing with six
contestants for the grand maze, half of which solved
the maze with the left-hand-wall technique, and the
other half randomly bouncing about and hoping to
get lucky. These luck-type robots were fun to
watch as they made some great moves-but then
missed the exit.

Tom Dickens' Ro ots from Left to Right: Sumo,
Artist, RDM, Grand Maze, & Line-Follower.

Name
Tom Dickens
Lance Keizer
Isa Harrison
Keith Payea
Kevin Ross
Bill Bailey
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run 1 run2
2:09
2:55
dnf

2:13
dnf
dnf

run3 place
1:44

1

dnf
3:30*

2
3

-

-

-

-

dnt
dnt

dnf
dnt

dnf
dnf

-
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-

* Isa's ~ouse robot was able to get through the
maze with encouragement by bumping the maze to
shake it loose when it caught against the wall.
Robot Artists: There was a good turnout with
six contestants. We were relaxed with the rules
allowing the robots to be moved back into th~
center of the paper if they strayed too far. The
judging was by popular vote. Two very nice
geometric designs were made by Bill Bailey's and
Gary Teachout's Dead Reckoning robots (with
appropriate code changes). They were both voted
first place by the crowd. I'm sure these two bots will
inspire others in the future.
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Floor Show: We had a total of nine robots
showing their stuff in the floor exercise. There
were_three robo~ which did various types of lightseekmg behav10r.
I was impressed by the
p~ticipation of kids-lots of great young robot
bmlders here! The unanimous winner was Bill
Bailey's robot (yes, the one mentioned which won
the Dead Reckoning and the Artist contests). He
has added a TV camera and sonar in addition to his
IR sensors. The video signal is beamed to a TV so
we could see from the robot's perspective. To top it
off, the robot talked through its various features and
even had a good sense of humor. Robots by Gary
Teachout and Bill Harrison were honorable
mentions.
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Our apologies if your robot did not get its photograph included; I'm sure a few slipped by us. Let's start
thinking about planning our next Robothon event. My initial thoughts are to aim for the middle of May,
before the end of the school year, and to get RTC more involved. Possibly some local high schools would
be interested as well. My feeling is that the momentum generated from this event will inspire many more
robots, and also the completion and further programming of many existing robots. I know I'll be adding a
BOTBoard 2 to at least one of my robots! We may also want to think about adding one or more additional
events, such as rope climbing, the level 2 line-following, and the burger flipping. Let's start the planning for
our Robothon '96 at the next meeting. I'd also really like to see someone take on designing and producing
a Robothon '96 tee shirt that we would all be proud to wear. Any human artists out there?
Encoder # 103
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About the Seattle Robotics Society:

The Seattle Robotics Society was formed in 1982 to
serve those interested in learning about and building robots. We are a diverse group of professionals and
amateurs, high-school students and college professors, engineers and tinkerers. Our passion is the creation
of cybernetic creatures that challenge the old definitions of life, intelligence and practically. If you are
building a robot or just planning one, come down and meet the gang.
We are on an excitin ·oume and welcome ou to ·oin us.

Contributors:

Upcoming SRS Events:

Editors: Tom and Shannon Dickens.
Copy and Distribution: Jim Cox.
Contributing Authors: Robert Dain, Tom

January SRS meeting:
February SRS meeting:
March SRS meeting:

Dickens, Bill Harrison, Karl Lunt, Kevin Ross, Dan
Mauch.

Contacts:

1/20 at RTC.
2/17 at RTC.

3/17 at RTC.

SRS WWW site: http://www.hhhh.org/srs/

To submit articles or ideas for the Encoder, contact:
Tom Dickens:
tpd6908@yak.ca.boeing.com

Seattle Robotics Society

phone (206) 865-6122.
Distribution:Jim Cox:
j.cox39@genie.geis.com
President: Kevin Ross:
kevinro@microsoft.com
Vice Pres.: Karl Lunt:
karl@mav.com
Secretary: Dan Mauch:
dmauch@dmauch.seanet.com
Author:
Robert Dain:
dain@atc.boeing.com
Author:
Bill Harrison: sinerobt@halcyon.com
RTC:
Steve Baltazor: steveBaltazor@prostar.com
235-2300 (235-2352-RTC information)

Back Issues: Back issues of
SRS membership is the Encoder are available for $1.50
mailed (only $1.00ifpicked up at
$15 per year.
an SRS meeting).
$25 for overseas.
Contact Karl Lunt for back issues.
Membership:

SRS MeetingsLocation & Time:

Remember that your SRS mailing
label allows you to receive a 20%
discount on computer and technical
books at the Tower Books in
Bellevue WA.

Renewals: Please note that the number
on your mailing label is the number of your
last Encoder issue. To ensure continued
service, PLEASE renew your membership
before it ex ires.

Southbound: Take Exit 4,

SRS meetings are held at the
Renton Technical College (RTC),
located at 3000 NE 4th in Renton,
room J205. SRS meetings are
held the 3rd Saturday of every
month, from 10:00 to noon, with
frequent tech sessions after lunch.

P. 0. Box 6815
Bellevue, WA
98008-0815

1405

turn left on NE 3rd St. Go

Monroe Ave NE

east underneath the freeway.
3rd becomes NE 4th St Exit

4
Sunset Blvd N

RENTON

RTC is at the
intersection of
NE 4th and

Monroe.

NE 4th

SRS expresses their thanks:
To Renton Technical College
(RTC) for providing us a location
to call home.
To Applied Microsystems Corp. of
Redmond WA. for the use of
production facilities in the
publication of the Encoder

Next Month:

Northbound: Take Exit
____ 4B, circling back under
4A
Maple Valley the freeway . Tum right
on Sunset, then turn
Hwy (169)
right on NE 3rd St.,
(Carco)
going east underneath the
freeway. 3rd becomes
NE 4th St

Exit

167

Resumin P.A.R.T.S., more member articles, & recoverin from the holida s ...
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